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                                                            By product type 
                                    
                
                                             	 Cleansers and makeup removers
	Face masks
	Face scrubs
	Day cream
	Oil serum
	Eyes and lips
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                                             	Dry and very dry skin
	Oily skin
	Sensitive skins
	Mature skin
	All skin types


                    
                
            

            
            
    

                            
                

                            
            
    

                                    



    
        
                        
                
                
                                                
Ages & Merveilles cream

Discover 
   
Matte & pure T-zone Gel
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                                             	Shower gel, shower paste
	Soap
	Body scrub
	
	Feet and hands
	Travel size
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	Oil, balms
	Body butter


                    
                
            

            
            
    

                            
                

                            
            
    

                                    



    
        
                        
                
                
                                                
Hand and nail cream

Discover 
   
Amber and musk desert sand body scrub
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How we are ?

Our history 

	
   
What we do?

Hand made 

	
   
For professionals

Care & spa 
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   Jasmine range

	
   Amber and musk range

	
   Orange blossom range

	
   Verbena range

	
   Rose and sandalwood range

	
   Fragrant mandarin range

	
   Almond blossom range

	
   Gallant of night range

	
   Black soap, rhassoul clay, natural argan
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        No account? Create one here 
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Delight of the Orient orange blossom cream

Discover Orange Blossom Delight Cream. A sensory experience that nourishes, soothes and delights, for delicious, radiant skin.

Discover


                                          
        
	
            
              
                 
                  
                  
                  
                
              

                              
Radiance cream

Say goodbye to dry skin with "La Belle Crème". Our innovative formula provides long-lasting hydration, leaving skin soft, supple and radiant.

Discover


                                          
        
	
            
              
                 
                  
                  
                  
                
              

                              
Oranger eau de parfum

A captivating fragrance that captures the freshness of the white blossom of the Bitter Orange tree An olfactory escapade that captures the essence of nature.

Discover


                                          
        
	
            
              
                 
                  
                  
                  
                
              

                              
Sweet orange

Create a soft, comforting ambience in your home with our sweet orange blossom fragrance. Each spray instantly transforms your space into a cocoon of well-being.

Discover


                                          
        
	
            
              
                 
                  
                  
                  
                
              

                              
Traditional soaps

Aloe Vera-based, our Savon des Traditions is guaranteed paraben- and silicone-free, and respects your skin for everyday use. For hands that are always clean, soft and fragrant.

Discover
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	Les Sens de Marrakech

	A brand that offers natural, effective and safe ingredients while remaining faithful to an ethical approach of valuing the work of Moroccan artisans.
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        Discover

    
	  
        
        Bath & body

        Discover

    
	  
        
        Perfume

        Discover

    
	  
        
        Home

        Discover

    


    
        
            At the origin of beauty

            
                The transmission of beauty gestures, care rituals, ancestral recipes resulting from the observation and respect of nature are the pillars of Les Sens de Marrakech. It is by going back in time, by listening to the knowledge on pharmacopoeia, that I created Les Sens de Marrakech. Since 2003, our brand has grown in these values and in the duty to preserve the craft. Thus each bottle is decorated by the hands of women and men of the medina of Marrakech.

                	
                           Morocco

                        It is from the richness of Morocco that Les Sens de Marrakech was born. Its land, its natural assets, its scents, its colors, its wonderful landscapes, its palaces with their volutes and scents of yesteryear. Travel in our universe and discover our face and body care products, scents and perfumes with rigorously selected active ingredients and scents.

                    
	
                           Ingredients

                        Our ingredients come from Morocco or France. We have always restricted our supplies to the shortest possible circuit. The naturalness is an integral part of our formulations in conscience with the perenniality of the cultures and the safety of use. The % of natural ingredients are noted on the labels for a total transparency with you.

                    
	
                           Packaging

                        We use exclusively glass except for the products going under the shower. Our products are decorated by hand, they are refilled with their twin without accessories and are also kept indefinitely to store jewelry, spices, ... . All the products for the bath and the body are also refillable via our fountains of filling in Marrakech.

                    
	
                           Craftsmanship

                        From the delicacy and meticulousness of the women's hands, passementerie is born. The ingenuity and authentic know-how of the copperware men give life to the nickel silver stoppers and rings. Dozens of craftsmen elaborate the decorations on our products so that this know-how never dies out.
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      Verbena range

A range of carefully selected natural lemon verbena products with visible benefits for your skin.

    

  

  
    
      
        
      
      
            
      
    

    
                      

  
    
      
        
        
                                          
                    
                    
                    
          
                                    
          
          

                    
                          Oriental Milk Verbena

              Argan oil and sweet almond oil make up Oriental Milk which, with its light and...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €9.58
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                          Traditional Soap Verbena

              Aloe Vera liquid hand soap for gentle skin cleansing.

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €17.50
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                          Hakkan glove Verbena

              This magic hand-woven glove cleans and exfoliates your skin with these pieces of...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €7.50
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                          Desert sand scrub verbena

              2 phase oil and grain scrub to exfoliate and nourish in one single...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €11.25
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                          Hard soap Verbena 100g

              Hard soap 100 g extra soft with argan oil, shea butter and the refreshing scent of...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €5.00
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                          Water care oil verbena

              To use in the shower.Composed of 4 precious oils: argan, sweet almond, sunflower...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €28.75
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                          Sensual oil Verbena

              Enriched with argan oil with nourishing and regenerating properties and delicately...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €16.25
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                          Ancestral shower gel Verbena

              To dive into an ocean of mythical oriental scents.Composed of aloe vera and subtle...

                      

                  


        
                    
                    
                          
                                
                
	Starting from €7.50
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Exceptional gift boxes

Introduce your loved ones to essential beauty care items. Each box offers an appointment to discover Morocco.

Discover


	


Handmade beauty accessories

Beauty accessories taken care of to the smallest detail, using all the know-how of the craftsmen of Marrakech.

Discover






    
        Our sales outlets

        Find the nearest Les Sens de Marrakech store

        Les Sens de Marrakech is a global company with operations in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, South America and many other countries and regions.

      	Find a reseller
    

  	



Loyalty program Les Sens de Marrakech

Participate in the loyalty program Les Sens de Marrakech to turn each of your purchases into a reward.

How does it work?



  About us

  Les Sens de Marrakech offers several ranges of cosmetic products with natural ingredients. Among these natural ingredients are the flagship elements of Morocco: argan oil and prickly pear oil which are known for their moisturizing and anti-aging properties.

	As anti-aging care, our best-selling product the cream « Ages et merveilles » to give more energy to mature skins is to be consumed without moderation. However, rest assured, all ages, women and men, will find their pleasure with Les Sens de Marrakech.

	Indeed, all Les Sens de Marrakech facials and body care products are studied and improved to illuminate any skin type. If you want a radiant and rejuvenated face for example, get one of our makeup removers , our day creams or our oils and serums . These cosmetic products are the daily fresh touch your face needs.

	As for your body, Les Sens de Marrakech promise you a bath and body care 100% relaxing and fragrant. This bath and body care , inspired by the Moroccan hammam, will make you dive into the oriental bathing ritual without leaving your home. To do this, use our black soaps, bath accessories, shower gels and pastes and you will leave this ritual with a perfumed and nourished body.

	Without forgetting that apart from cosmetic products, we also offer you the possibility of traveling to the Orient thanks to the home and gifts section. In this section, you will discover authentic and handcrafted 100% Moroccan gift boxes. But you will also have the opportunity to bring the scents of the Orient into your home thanks to scented candles and unique spray perfumes.
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Relay points delivery

You collect your parcel at the relay point of your choice at the time that suits you.


	

    

Free samples

Receive the free samples of your choice for any order that you make.


	

    

My rewarded purchases

To honor your loyalty, we offer exceptional discounts and offers based on your cumulative points.


	

    

Expertise

You benefit from the expertise of french experts in the field of cosmetics for over 15 years!


	

    

Free gift wrapping

For the pleasure of offering, your gift orders are packaged for free.







    
      
    
      subscribe to our newsletter!
    

    
              You may unsubscribe at any moment. For that purpose, please find our contact info in the legal notice.
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 Les Sens de Marrakech is an eco-responsible brand
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